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sting of the tongue is felt by more and more. Yes, eventually one
might have a comeback for everything, but will have no audience
on which to "come back."
Both sarcasm and cynicism demand a contemptuous feeling on
the part of their adherents, but here the similarity ends. Cynicism
is a moral sentiment; sarcasm is a means of expressing this sentiment.
Cynicism is a serious threat to the security of the nation. Its pres-
ence can undermine the will of the nation for peace. Sarcasm is a
serious threat to the popularity of the individual practicing it. Sar-
casm may upon occasion be humorous; cynicism is never humorous;
it is always dangerous.
Two Poems
Frances King
Ballad for a Boy at His Sister's Wedding
Do not linger on the stair,
Breathing in the heather air,
Witches in the corner stand,
Bending now to take your hand.
Do not follow them so near,
Though they say you must not fear.
Note the little silver chains
And the gleaming golden reins.
Dark the tamarack will grow,
Softer than the candle glow.
Ah, my dear, it's getting late.
There's the river that you hate.
Now they flutter round your face,
Foam and laughter, foam and lace,
Still above the running dark,
Dimly hear the crowd of larks.
Larks upon the branches sit,
Raveling out their song in bits,
Casting rings for you to clasp,
Vows and promises to grasp.
But the rings and whispered vows,
Only swi fter currents rouse,
Swift will rise the parting lark,
Leaving you the running clark.
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Do not linger on the stair,
Breathing in the heather air.
Witches wait to take your hand,
Closing round you as you stand.
At the University
We expected Death in the afternoon,
Not on a pale horse riding
At all, but walking ever so softly
Across the East grass.
We leaned in the sun-stained windows,
Not without certain small terrors
Of hope, that Death might be like the poems,
AlJ soft and sweet white.
We talked of Swift and dead philosophers,
Not without wonder at our smiling
Self-possession, and the memory
Of Ophelia descending.
Vie were shocked at the sight of Death,
Not by its sense of ice and guilt
And gold, but by its actual shape
Of perfect beauty.
We 'were undone toward evening,
1\ot by the srnothering folds
Uf wing, but by the soft voice
Of invading Love.
We put up barricades 0 £ gold-edged Keats,
Not without knowledge of the folly
Of hiding, but hoping to stay
The encroaching Grace.
We were taken however in the evening,
Not being helped by Skelton
Or Gay, but quietly, gently falling
Into those Arms.
